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Visual Prompting via Image Inpainting
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Few-shot Prompting (In-context Learning)

Train a model to develop wide range of abilities, and use those
abilities to work on desired downstream task.

Figure 1: In-context learning
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Few-shot Prompting (In-context learning)

Pretrained model receives a natural language instruction and/or a
few demonstrations of the desired downstream task, and is expected
to complete other instances of the task by simply predicting what
comes next.

▶ Zero-shot : model only receives a natural language instruction.

▶ One-shot : model receives a natural language instruction, and a
single demonstration.

▶ Few-shot : model receives a natural language instruction and a
few (typically ≤ 10) demonstrations.
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Fine-tuning

Fine-tuning
sea otter => loutre de mer ← example 1

↓
gradient update

↓
peppermint => menthe poivree ← example 2

↓
gradient update

↓
· · ·
↓

plush girafe => girafe peluche ← example N
↓

gradient update
↓

cheese => ← prompt
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Few-shot Prompting (In-context learning)

Zero-shot
Translate Englisth to French: ← instruction
cheese => ← prompt

One-shot
Translate Englisth to French: ← instruction
sea otter => loutre de mer ← example
cheese => ← prompt

Few-shot
Translate Englisth to French: ← instruction
sea otter => loutre de mer ← example 1
peppermint => menthe poivree ← example 2
plush girafe => girafe peluche ← example 3
cheese => ← prompt
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Key Question

Can the in-context learning be generalized to vision tasks?
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Recipe

Large capacity image inpainting models
=⇒ Visual prompting

Appropriate (large) training data
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Inpainting

The goal of an inpainting model f is to generate an image
y ∈ RH×W×3 from given input image x ∈ RH×W×3 and binary
mask m ∈ {0, 1}H×W :

y = f(x,m). (1)

For the architecture of f , the authors propose the MAE-VQGAN
model, which combines Masked AutoEncoder (MAE) and Vector
Quantized GAN (VQGAN).
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Masked AutoEncoder
1. Divide image into patches

2. Randomly mask certain portion of patches

3. Encode only the visible patches

4. Decode with encoded patches and masked tokens (which
represent masked patches) to reconstruct the original image

Figure 2: Masked autoencoder
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Vector Quantized GAN
Similar to VQVAE, VQGAN utilizes (learnable) quantized codebook
to encode latent of image:

x→ ẑ = E(x)→ zq = q(E(x))→ x̂ = G(q(E(x))).

However, to enrich the codebook, VQGAN jointly train the
discriminator as in GAN.

Figure 3: Vector quantized GAN
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MAE-VQGAN

Given a pretrained VQGAN EVQ, GVQ,Z,
and a MAE Eθ, Dϕ, MAE-VQGAN models
the distribution pθ,ϕ(zi|x,m), where zi is
the visual code of ith patch of x.

▶ Training:

Lθ,ϕ(x,m)

=CE(q(EVQ(x), Dϕ(Eθ(x ∗m))) ∗m
(2)

▶ Inference:

y = GVQ(q(Dϕ(Eθ(x ∗m))) (3)
Figure 4: MAE-VQGAN
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Prompting

Figure 5: Visual prompting using image inpainting
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Computer Vision Figures (CVF) Dataset

▶ Consist of 88645 images images collected from Arxiv selected
from Computer-Vision partition

▶ Labelled 2000 images and trained a binary classifier to remove
unrelated images (e.g. charts, graphs)

Figure 6: Computer vision figures
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Experiments
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Experiments

Figure 7: Examples of visual prompting (downstream tasks)
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Experiments

Figure 8: Examples of visual prompting (reasoning)
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Experiments

Figure 9: Failed examples
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Thank You

Q & A


